Introduction
The present paper grew up from a question posed to the author by B. Feigin: "Why does the Todd class look like the invariant volume form on a Lie group?" The answer is in a sense contained in the proof of proposition 6.
In the first part we develop a formalism describing the Atiyah class, Hochschild cohomology and homology and relations between them. Essentially we introduce a global analog of Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg isomorphism from [9] . One may consider the Atiyah class as a morphism from the identity functor to tensoring by the cotangent bundle functor shifted by one on the derived category D(X) of coherent sheaves on a smooth manifold:
(see (5) Most of constructions of the first part are applicable in a more general situation. Let D be a closed symmetric monoidal category with a compatible triangulation (see [11] ). That is a triangulated category with a symmetric product given by a functor ⊗ : D × D → D which is exact in each variable (with some compatibility properties that we do not need). Introduce the category of Kähler differentials of D as follows. Objects of it are pairs (M, α), where M is an object of D and α is a morphism from the identity functor to tensoring by M functor α : id → · ⊗ M, such that for any E and F in D α(E ⊗ F ) = α(E) ⊗ id + id ⊗ α(F ), (More generally one may consider instead of M an endofunctor M of D such that for any E, F ∈ D M(E ⊗ F ) = E ⊗ M(F ).) Morphisms in the category of Kähler differentials are morphisms between the M 's which respect the α's. Suppose the category of Kähler differentials has an initial object (Ω 1 [1] , At). Then we call Ω 1 the cotangent complex of D and the morphism of functors At the Atiyah class.
Consider the morphism
One may show that it defines on Ω[1] the structure of a Lie coalgebra in D.
Thus the dual object has the structure of Lie algebra and it acts on D as previously. By analogy with the usual Lie algebras theory one may define the enveloping algebra and the action of it. If the category D obeys some conditions ("smoothness"), one may expect that all endomorphisms of the identity functor of finite order turn up in this way. (We say that an endomorphism e of the identity functor is of order k if for any E 1 , . . . , E N ∈ D, e(E 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ E N ) is represented as a sum of from
where σ is a permutation, e i are some endomorphisms of the identity functor and n ≤ k.)
The basic example here is the derived category of representations of a Lie algebra g. Then the cotangent complex shifted by one is the coadjoint representation g ∨ . The Atiyah class for a representation V is given by the map
coming from the action of g on V . The dual object is g itself and the Lie algebra structure on it is the usual one. Its enveloping algebra is the universal enveloping algebra of g in the usual sense equipped with the adjoint action.
Another example returns us to the content of the first part of the paper. The category D is the derived category of sheaves on a smooth manifold with the usual tensor product. Comparing with the basic example one may see that the Hochschild cochain complex corresponds to the universal enveloping algebra, the Hochschild chain complex corresponds to formal functions on the group in the neighborhood of the unit and so on. We guess that keeping in mind this analogy could be helpful when reading the text.
In the second part we prove the Riemann-Roch theorem as an application the apparatus developed in the first part. The Riemann-Roch theorem in the form of Grothendieck describes how the Chern character behaves under taking the direct image. There are different forms of the theorem, depending on which definition of the Chern character one uses. If one works with an algebraic manifold and the Chern character takes value in the Chow group, then one should use the intersection theory ( [1] ); if one works on a complex-analytic manifold and the Chern character is the topological one, then the Atiyah-Singer theorem is appropriate ( [8] ). We use the Chern character taking value in the Hodge cohomology (see [10] ). Of course, one could prove the Riemann-Roch theorem in this case using some comparison theorems between cohomology theories, but it is more plausible to have an independent proof.
Essentially we follow [12] . But instead of explicit calculations with theČech cocycles we work in the derived category and use our algebraic-differential calculus. The proof consists of two parts: the first says what one needs to calculate (the dual class of the diagonal in the framework of [12] ) and the second one is the calculation.
I am grateful to participants of the seminar at the University of Chicago for their interest and especially to V. Drinfeld who made a crucial remark. I am grateful to P. Bressler and T. Bridgeland for their inspiring interest and friendly support and to S. Willerton for valuable remarks.
Notations
X is a smooth algebraic manifold over a field k of characteristic 0 or bigger than dim X. Everything works for the complex-analytical case as well.
By D(X) we denote the derived category of bounded above complexes of quasicoherent sheaves on X. ∆ always means the diagonal and the diagonal embedding. p i means projection on i-th factor of X n .
.
By Ω i we denote the bundle of exterior forms. Λ i T is dual to Ω i .
ω means the top degree exterior forms bundle .
1 Algebraic-differential calculus
The Atiyah class
Let ∆ be the diagonal in X 2 and let I be its ideal sheaf. Then by definition O ∆ = O X×X /I and Ω ∆ = I/I 2 . Two-step filtration on O X×X /I 2 by powers of I gives the exact sequence of sheaves
Sheaves in (2) have their support on the diagonal thus one may consider it as a sequence of O X bi-modules, as only for the middle term left and right multiplications are different. Let E be a quasicoherent sheaf or a complex of quasicoherent sheaves on X. Take its tensor product with (2) with respect to the left O module structure and consider it as a right O module. In other words, tensor (2) by p * 1 E and take the direct image p 2 * . Because all terms in (2) are locally free left O-modules this operation is exact and one gets an exact sequence 
The Atiyah class is an only obstruction to existence of a connection on a sheaf ( [2] ).
Definition 2.
A connection on a quasicoherent sheaf E is a splitting of the exact sequence (3) . That is a map ∇ : E → J 1 (E) such that in composition with the projection J 1 (E) → E it equals to the identity map.
The Atiyah class is defined in derived category as well in a way compatible with the definition above. Let At the morphism in derived category represented by extension (2):
given by
is commutative.
Here are two useful lemmas.
complex of quasicoherent sheaves and on every E i a connection ∇ i is defined. Then at(E) is represented by
Proof. Show that the Atiyah class of E is given by the extension
Consider the short exact sequence of complexes
which by definition represents the Atiyah class. Connections on terms of E give a splitting
. In terms of this splitting
It means that (7) is equal to (6) . This proves the lemma.
Lemma 2. Let E and F be objects of D(X). Then at(E
Proof. Let ∆ and ∆ i (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) be submanifolds of X 3 defined by equations x 1 = x 2 = x 3 and x j = x k for j, k = i correspondingly, where (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is a point of X 3 . Let I and I i be ideal sheaves of ∆ and ∆ i in X 3 . Sheaf I/I 2 is by definition the conormal bundle to ∆ in X 3 that is it is isomorphic to the direct sum of two copies of Ω Consider exact sequences
and corresponding morphism in derived category
By definition
where vertical arrows are natural projections. It gives a commutative diagram in the derived category
Applying
to the top line of (11) we get a morphism
where I/I 2 is identified with Ω (12) and projections π 1 , π 2 and
correspondingly. This proves the lemma.
Lie algebra T
Consider the Atiyah class of the cotangent bundle
Proposition 1.
at(Ω 1 ) is symmetric, that is invariant under permutation of factors in
Proof. ∆ is diagonal in X 2 and I is the ideal sheaf of it. 1. By definition, the Atiyah class of Ω 1 is given by Rp 2 * of the exact sequence
It is enough to show that this extension is factorized through the embedding of (
where vertical arrows are given by the exterior differential [6] . It follows that the extension given by the bottom line is composition of the one given by the top line and the exterior differential
∆ as a symmetric part. Thus the Atiyah class is symmetric.
2. Besides (15) consider the commutative diagram
where vertical arrows are again given by the exterior differential ( [6] ), as the first one being embedding of the symmetric product to the partly symmetric product. By the previous paragraph Rp 2 * of the bottom line gives extension Sym(at(Ω 1 ) ⊗ id), where Sym means projection on the symmetric part of
Thus to prove the lemma it is enough to show that the composition of extensions given by bottom lines of (15) and (16) being projected on symmetric part of (Ω 1 ⊗ Ω 1 ) ∆ is zero. Combining (15) and (16) one get the commutative diagram in the derived category of X 2 :
(17) Here the last arrow in the bottom line is projection on the symmetric part. Thus the composition of morphisms in the top line equals to the composition of ones in the bottom line. But composition of first two arrows in the first line is zero because they are extension classes between successive quotients of a two-step filtration on I/I 4 given by powers of I. This proves the lemma.
As it follows from the lemma on shifted tangent bundle T [−1] structure of Lie (super)algebra in derived category D(X) is defined, as the map dual to (13) is the bracket. Denote this Lie algebra by T :
The following definition could be given in more general context, but we need it only for a special case. 
where m σ is multiplication in the inverse order with a proper sign.
The map defined by composition of embedding
and multiplication
Note that the enveloping algebra exists and unique. The second condition of definition ??u gives the underlying object of D(X) and the first condition defines the multiplication on it. In fact multiplication is given by the CampbellHausdorff formula [3] , that describes co-product on the formal function ring in exponential coordinates what is dual to product on the universal enveloping algebra in terms of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt isomorphism.
Hochschild cohomology
Introduce an object in D(X) (Hochschild cochain complex) by
where ∆ is diagonal in X × X. U has a structure of algebra in D(X) defined by multiplication of RHom's.
X be the natural projection. Then define a map
as a contraction with 
equals to composition
Consider the diagram
at(O∆)⊗id
It is (super)commutative by (5) . And by lemma 2 at(O ∆ ⊗ p *
. This proves the first condition. 2. One should prove that morphism from the second part of definition 4 is isomorphism at any geometric point of X. Because construction of U is natural for open embedding one need to prove it for specter of the local ring. Moreover, one can replace local ring with its completion, because the completion is flat over the initial ring. Thus the question is reduced to the one for X = Spec k[[x 1 , . . . , x n ]]. But in this case it could be solved by direct calculation making use of the Koszul resolution. Also proposition 2 below could be applied.
Denote the isomorphism from the second part of definition 4 by
In [9] the case of a smooth affine manifold X = Spec(A) was considered. There cohomology of U were calculated that is Ext i A⊗A (A, A) by means of the standard resolution [4] .
Standard resolution B = (B i , d i ), i 0 of A as a A ⊗ A-module looks as follows. B n is a free A ⊗ A-module generated by tensor power A ⊗n and the differential is equal to
The Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg isomorphism ( [9] ) is written as
Proposition 2. For a smooth affine manifold X = Spec(A) isomorphism I coincides with (22).
Proof. Standard resolution is a resolution of the structure sheaf of the diagonal O ∆ . Terms of the standard resolution are free so the connection on them is defined. Applying lemma 1 to the standard resolution one get the following expression for the Atiyah class of O ∆ :
where d is the exterior differential. Prove finishes with substituting this to (19).
Hochschild homology
Introduce an object in D(X) (Hochschild chain complex) by
where ∆ is the diagonal in X × X .
There is an action of
defined by
Note that the composition of this morphism with ı (18) gives action of T on F
that is given by (19) tensored by O ∆ .
Morphism of left derived functor on its zeroth component
O ∆ ⊗ L O ∆ → (O ∆ ⊗ L O ∆ ) 0 = O ∆ gives a morphism ε : F → O ∆ (26)
Proposition 3. Composition of maps D with ε defines a perfect pairing
Proof. The statement is local and may be proved by the same considerations as the second part of theorem 1 proof.
As it follows from the proposition F is dual to U. Denote the isomorphism dual to I by E : (
The following theorem describes action of T ⊂ U on F what allows to get the action of the whole U.
Theorem 2. Define morphisms
(compare (36)) and L n be continued on the whole
by the Leibnitz rule with respect to the wedge product.
Introduce a morphism
by the formula
where
Proof. The map adjoint to the action of T on F with respect to (27) is simply (right) multiplication on U. So the question consists in description of this multiplication in terms of isomorphism I. This is a purely combinatorial question and answer may be found in any handbook on Lie algebras (e. g. [3] ). In dual terms the problem is to write down left invariant fields in exponential coordinates.
In [9] isomorphism dual (by (27)) to (22) for a smooth affine manifold X = Spec(A) was written in terms of the standard resolution S:
Proposition 4. For a smooth affine manifold X = Spec(A) isomorphism E coincides with isomorphism (29).
Proof. It follows from the proof of proposition 2 and definition of E.
There is a multiplication on F defined by the composition
where σ is permutation of factors. One may see that it is equal to the usual multiplication on differential forms under isomorphism E. We do not need this fact.
2 The Riemann-Roch theorem
Serre duality
In the following theorem facts about Serre duality we shell use are listed. The first and the second are basic ones, see [7] , [5] . The third follows from the very definition, see e. g. [12] .
Theorem 3 (Serre duality).
1. For a proper X a map : H dim X (ω) → k is defined such that for any E ∈ D(X) the composition of maps
gives a perfect (super)symmetric pairing.
2. The canonical extension on X × X is defined
such that for a proper X, any E, F ∈ D(X) and m ∈ Hom(E, F ) the composition
is equal to [4] . Then the canonical extension is represented by the natural isomorphism
For E ∈ D(X) let K be the composition
where the first arrow is given by the identity operator O → E ⊗ E ∨ . By the second statement of the theorem
is equal to the identity operator. By the first statement of the theorem the trace of the restriction of K on the diagonal ∆ * K ∈ H * (E ⊗ E ∨ ⊗ ω) followed by is equal to the supertrace of the identity operator on H * (E), that is to the Euler characteristic :
To get the statement of the Riemann-Roch theorem one needs to resolve ∆ * K ∈ H * (E ⊗ E ∨ ⊗ ω) in factors. Restrict (32) on the diagonal and take the trace:
where F is defined by (23). Rearranging last two arrows rewrites it as
Introduce notations
and Td :
Theorem 4 (Riemann-Roch theorem). For E ∈ D(X)
Classes Ch and Td are calculated explicitly in propositions 5 and 6 below.
The Chern character
Let E be an object in D(X). Introduce notations
where the first arrow is the iteration of at(E) and the second one is the usual multiplication in Ω * and
by the formula exp(at(E)) = at i (E)/i! and
The following lemma could be an alternative definition of the Atiyah class.
Lemma 3. Let E be an object in D(X). Define two isomorphisms a 1,2 as compositions of isomorphisms
(the difference sits in the second equality). Denote their direct images in composition with E by
Proof. Analogously with (19) define an action of T on
as the action of (id ⊗ π)
X is the projection) and tensoring by O ∆ . Substituting (38) in the definition of isomorphisms a i and using definition of action of T on F in (25) and lemma 2 one gets commutative diagrams
where by D morphism (25) is denoted and
X×X being projected on p *
i Ω 1 and is equal to zero as it being projected on the supplementary bundle.
Arguments as in theorem 1 shows that action of T (38) is lifted to the action of U:
As in (26) the morphism
is defined in analogous way. Combining (41) with ε E one gets a morphism
From the definition of E and (39) it follows that map (42) is equal to the left side of (37) and from (40) that it is equal to the right side of (37). This proves the lemma.
Definition 5. For E ∈ D(X) define its Chern character by the formula
Proposition 5. For E ∈ D(X) the composition of map Ch(E) (34) and isomorphism E is equal to ch(E).
Proof. One needs to show that the first arrow in (34) in composition with map E equals exp(at(E)). By definition 5 this statement leads the proposition.
As it follows from factors of lemma 3 there are many isomorphisms 
The identity section of (E ⊗ L E ∨ ) ∆ is equal to the composition
where 
as the last terms of (45) is identified with the last term of (44) 
is equal to ½ ⊗ 1, where 1 : O → F is the natural embedding.
Applying lemma 3 to (43) and (46) one proves the statement made in the beginning of the proof and thus the lemma.
The right arrow is zero, because the Atiyah class of O is trivial and by lemma 2. So the composition of bottom and left ones is zero too. Tensored by O ∆ one finds (using notation of (25)) that composition
is equal to zero. Apply to (49) isomorphism E and make use of notations of theorem 2.
Lemma 4. If for a morphism
is zero, then up to a scalar factor it is given by ∧ td (see (47) ) in composition with projection on forms of the top degree.
As it follows from the lemma, vanishing of (49) defines Td up to a scalar factor. This factor (which is 1) can be defined from the local consideration making use the third part of theorem 3. This finishes the proof. 
where the last arrow is the projection on forms of top degree. Denote by y ∈ i H i (Ω i ) a class such that y, · represents the morphism x from factors of the lemma.
Denote by L + the map adjoint to L with respect to , . It means that the diagram
, ⊗id 
